
Latin Subject Overview

To give all students the opportunity to become passionate and inquisitive linguists who can make links

between their classroom learning and real life contexts, and develop a strong awareness of the culture of

French or Spanish-speaking countries or Roman society.

Knowledge Skills

9 Language: grammar and syntax
● 1st, 2nd and 3rd person singular and

plural verb endings in the present tense

● Imperfect and perfect tense

● Present infinitive

● possum, volo and nolo

● Nominative, Accustive, Genitive, Dative

and Ablative case nouns

● 1st, 2nd and 3rd declensions

● Gender of nouns: masculine, feminine

and neuter

● Prepositions

● Time

● Superlative adjectives

● 1st and 2nd declension adjectives

● 3rd declension adjectives

● Enclitics -ne and -que

Culture
● Daily life in the city of Rome:

entertainment, festivals, slavery, public

health, sanitation and water supply

● Religion: state religion, Christianity,

Druidism

● Life in Roman Britain

● London

● Camulodunum

● Aquae Sulis

● The sea

Language
● Translate simple sentences from Latin

into English.

● Recognise and translate verbs in the

imperfect tense

● Recognise and translate verbs in the

perfect tense with -v stem endings

● Recognise and translate verbs in the

perfect tense

● Recognise nominative, accusative,

genitive, dative and ablative case nouns

● Identify nouns in the 1st, 2nd and 3rd

declension

● Recognise the gender of nouns

● Use prepositions with accusative or

ablative case nouns as appropriate

● Identify and use 1st and 2nd declension

adjectives, and 3rd declension adjectives

● Translate sentences containing enclitics

-ne and -que

Culture
● Talk about daily life in the city of Rome for

rich and poor

● Compare and contrast the different

religions practised in the empire

● Explain the significance of slavery in

Roman society

● Explain the differences in culture between

Britain and Rome



Latin Subject Overview
History
● Rome in 64AD

● Three phases of ruling

● Rome under attack

● Romans invading

● Resistance

● Pirates in the Mediterranean

Mythology
● Romulus and Remus

● Deucalion and Pyrrha

● Theseus and the Minotaur

● The Amazons

● The Gorgons

History
● Explain the political situation in 64AD:

Nero; the consuls and the senate

● Compare and contrast Rome as an

invaded city, and as an invader.

● Understand and explain how the problem

of piracy in the Mediterranean was tackled

Mythology
● Understand and explain the cultural

significance of a variety of myths within

Roman society


